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Synopsis

The transit circle at the new observatory of the Copenhagen University, which is situated near the 
village of Brorfelde, has been equipped with a photographic micrometer. In order to achieve sufficient ac
curacy for the tracking of stars during meridian passage, an electronic, digital, velocity-generating device 
has been developed. A high degree of automation has been utilized in the timing and control of observations. 
Originally a photographic method of circle reading was applied, but from December 1965 a new-developed 
photoelectric recording of the circle has been in use. The method of photoelectric scanning is applied, and the 
signal output is punched in digital form suitable for electronic data handling. The accuracy of this method 
has been proven to be very high. The observational results are mentioned; night-to-night comparisons of 
differential observations give the internal mean errors £ß-cos<5 = 0?013 and = 0720 for a single observa
tion of a star brighter than the visual magnitude 8.5 and somewhat larger errors for fainter stars.

PRINTED IN DENMARK
BIANCO LUNOS BOGTRYKKERI A/S



1. Introduction

In commemoration of the 300th anniversary of the birth of Ole Romer, September 
25, 1944, the Copenhagen University received a grant for a new transit circle from 

the Carlsberg Foundation. This grant was supplemented by a second one on the occa
sion of the 400th anniversary of the birth of Tycho Brahe, December 14, 1946.

In 1950, the foundation for the transit circle was laid on a hill outside the village 
of Brorfelde which is situated 60 kilometres west of Copenhagen. This place was se
lected as site for the new observatory which had been planned by Professor Bengt 
Strömgren.

The transit circle, manufactured by Grebb Parsons, was mounted on the site 
in 1953. In 1959 the instrument was fitted with a photographic micrometer, which 
had been constructed in the observatory workshop according to specifications given 
by Strömgren. The results of observations in 1960-61 demonstrated clearly the use
fulness of the impersonal method and, furthermore, they proved it worthwhile to 
build a new micrometer on the basis of the experience gained from observations 
with the first version. In 1961, it was, therefore, decided to initiate design and con
struction of a new micrometer and control units. This apparatus and the newly devel
oped device for photoelectric recording of circle setting arc described in the present 
paper; and the basic principles for the reduction procedure and some observational 
results are mentioned here previous to the first observational catalogue.

2. Original Design of the Instrument

The construction of the reversible seven-inch transit circle for the Brorfelde 
Observatory was completed by Grubb Parsons in 1952; the instrument was mounted 
on the site the following year. In most respects, the instrument is similar to the transit 
circle of the Royal Greenwich Observatory. A general view of the instrument is shown 
in Fig. 1.

The telescope has a focal length of 2665 mm, the clear aperture being 178 mm. 
The object glass is a separated doublet corrected for the visual wave-lengths. Each 
of the two identical tube halves constitutes one single iron casting. The cross section 
of the tube has the form of an oval which approaches a circle at the outer ends. The 
inner side of the tube is ribbed, whereas its outer side is fitted with radiation shields 
made of nickel-plated copper.

1*
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Fig. 1. The transit circle as seen from the northwest.

The axis of the transit circle comprising the central cube and the two circular 
hollow pivot extensions is one unit made from a single iron casting. A handwheel, 
weight-relief ball bearing, pivot ring, and end thrust pad are mounted on each axis 
half. One end has, moreover, an axis clamp with a slow-motion adjusting screw and 
a cast iron housing for the declination circle. These latter parts are balanced by a 
weight at the other end of the axis. The pivots, which are hollow cylinders made of 
Hint hard steel shrunken on the ends of the axis, have a heavy chromium plating 
which has been ground, lapped and polished so as to render the form of each pivot 
cylindrical within an accuracy of half a micron and their diameters identical within 
the limits of one micron (according to the specifications given by Grubb Parsons). 
The pivots have diameters measuring 130 mm. Each of them rests upon a bearing 
made of two bronze shoes spaced 90 degrees apart. The bearing surface of the shoes 
measures 19 mm along the axis and 32 mm on the circumference. The distance be
tween the two sets of bronze shoes, i.e. the effective length of the axes, is 1360 mm.
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Fig. 2. Transit circle control panels. To the right is seen the photographic micrometer control panel with 
the following units from below: The keyboard which is connected with a keyboard control unit, the oscil
lator and the divider unit of the velocity-generating device, the Friden tape punch, the observation timer, 
the master control unit including the seed-storage and the punch control, the flash lamp control unit and 
the declination camera control and uppermost the motor unit including pulse-to-step translator, stepping 
motor, and torque transmitter. The middle section contains from the top: radio receiver, quartz clock, time 
signal oscillograph, and sidereal time converter. The lower part of the middle section contains the data logging 
system for the recording of the circle setting; the Teletype punch is not shown in the picture. The left rack 

contains various power supply units and the motor control unit for the photoelectric micrometers.

The weight relief of the instrument is provided by two thrust columns arranged 
beneath the axis and connected with simple lever systems. A roller chain at the top 
of each column gives a well-distributed support to the telescope axis through the 
large ball bearing on each half of the axis. The residual load upon each pivot is 
adjustable by means of bob weights to be shifted along rods with scales. The load 
used is about 10 kg on each pivot.

The two piers, which support the bearings for the axis of the instrument and 
the microscopes for circle reading, rest upon a common bedplate below floor level. 
Both bedplate and piers are hollow boxes made of cast iron, and the piers are protected 
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externally by a layer of insulation and a skin of aluminium sheeting. The bedplate is 
carried by a strong cast iron base plate, in relation to which it is adjustable for level. 
The base plate, on the other hand, is adjustable in azimuth within a cast iron base 
trough. The trough is filled with oil to prevent rusting of the screws which control 
the level and the azimuth adjustments. The base trough is set upon a solid concrete 
block extending to a depth of 4.3 metres.

The instrument is equipped with a glass circle, on which etchings filled with 
paint mark the graduations. The glass disc, which is 9.4 mm thick, has a diameter 
measuring 724 mm and a central cutting with a diameter of 311 mm. The divisions 
are placed on the disc, with a division line for every 5 minutes of arc, round a circle 
with a diameter of 610 mm. Accordingly, the linear distance between the lines is 
0.443 mm. The width of the division lines is approximately 0.017 mm. The weight 
of the disc rests on 18 points of support, which are arranged with 12 points in a ring 
outside the graduated circle and 6 points in a ring within this circle. At each point of 
support, a lever with ball end engages into a small hole bored in the glass disc, which 
is then given a suitable vertical force by attaching a counterweight to the other end of 
the lever.

Six circle reading microscopes are mounted in cylindrical openings at the top 
of the west pier 60 degrees apart around the declination circle. Each microscope is 
provided with a lamp housing at the front end. The focal length of the objectives is 
102 mm, and a magnification of 7.9 is used. Until December 1965 a photographic 
registration of the circle setting was used, but since then a photoelectric technique 
of recording has been applied. A description of the two methods is given in Sections 
7 and 8. A control of the circle setting is secured by means of a low-power microscope, 
the field of which covers more than one degree of the circle. Each degree of the circle 
graduations is numbered. The low-power microscope is equipped with a camera for 
photographic recording; this camera was applied for rough reading also after the 
introduction of the photoelectric technique for the accurate reading.

Two collimators with focal lengths of 1800 mm and apertures of 178 mm are 
installed in the transit circle room, resting upon concrete blocks extending through 
the floor, one to the north and one to the south of the instrument. Below floor level a 
nadir mercury trough is mounted upon the bedplate of the instrument.

The pavilion for the transit circle consists of a base of concrete walls up to three 
metres above ground level, which is covered by a semi-cylindrical metallic dome. 
The floor is two metres above ground level and measures eight metres from the east 
to the west and eleven metres in the north-south direction; the interior diameter of the 
semi-cylinder is also eleven metres. The dome is constructed of steel with outer and 
inner coverings of iron plates. Precautions have been taken to facilitate ventilation 
by the natural draft in the air space between the two coverings, whereas no thermal 
insulation of the pavilion has been provided. The dome has two shutters which can 
slide backwards to the east and the west, thereby yielding an aperture of 2.8 metres 
along the meridian. An annex on the cast side contains entrance, staircase and a room 
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with lime-service and control panels. The clock and all other electronic units are kept 
in an insulated cupboard under thermal control in order to minimize the transfer of 
heat from this equipment to the transit circle room. A general view of the electronic 
accessories is shown in Fig. 2.

3. The Photographic Micrometer

In the photographic micrometer the transit of the stars is recorded on a pho
tographic plate, which moves in the focal plane of the telescope in accordance with 
the velocity of the stars under observation. The photographs of the micrometer repre
sented in Figs. 3 and 4 show the design of this equipment.

The body of the micrometer is a box 22 cm x 22 cm x 10 cm with a flanged 
socket for attaching the micrometer to the instrument tube and for adjustments, which 
is seen in Fig. 3. To the right is seen the torque receiver for the movement of the plate 
and above it is the shutter coil. These constituents are placed outside the box in order 
to prevent possible thermal disturbances.

The exposure is controlled by an ordinary Compur shutter in connection with 
a clock-controlled shutter coil. Generally, the exposure time for stars is 20 seconds. 
It is possible, however, to extend the exposure time to 40 seconds in order to reach 
fainter stars.

After passing the shutter, the light beam from the objective must penetrate a 
glass disc, which is divided into four sections with different light absorbing powers, 
so as to form a series of neutral filters to weaken the light of the brighter stars. The 
first filler section consists of clear glass, while the three other sections are aluminized 
so as to absorb 1™5, 2™5 and 41”0 respectively. The glass disc is mounted in a carriage 
guided by a cylindrical way and rail attached to the circular cover plate towards the 
tube. The filter selection is performed by a knob outside the box, which is visible to 
the left in Fig. 3; pilot lamps indicate which filter is in use.

The light beam now proceeds through a wedge-shaped tube, the wide end of 
which is visible in Fig. 3. The graticule* is fixed at the narrow end of the tube. The 
graticule is ruled on a filter glass of type GG14 and of 18 mm x 10 mm size. The 
combined graticule and yellow fdter glass plate is separated from the photographic 
plate by about 0.2 mm of air. The graticule plate is opaque except for three clear 
openings. A rectangular opening 11 mm x 2.5 mm allows the light beam passing 
through the tube to reach the photographic plate. Two tiny circular openings with a 
0.03 mm diameter, one on each side of the rectangular opening and at a mutual 
distance of 4 mm, serve as a reticle. During the observations the photographic plate 
is momentarily exposed to Hash light through the small openings from which circular 
marks are exposed on the photographic plate. These are the reference marks in the 
subsequent measuring of the plate, and therefore particular precautions have been

The graticule was manufactured by J. Heidenhain by means of a Diadur process.
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Fig. 3. The micrometer viewed from the tube side. The circular cover plate with the shutter and the glass 
filter has been removed in this picture.

taken to ensure a rigid mounting of the graticule plate and the flash assembly at the 
tube of the instrument.

Two carriages in the micrometer allow the photographic plate to be moved 
translationally in two perpendicular directions, while it is held parallel to the graticule 
plate at the constant distance. The primary carriage is the right ascension slide, and 
on this a secondary carriage with a plate holder is mounted. The right ascension 
slide is guided by a cylindrical way and a guide rail, which are both attached to the 
micrometer box. The movement of the slide along the guides is controlled by the 
screw through a non-backlash nut, which is attached to the slide. The screw is turned 
by a torque receiver through a gear with the ratio 5:1. During the exposure the right 
ascension slide moves with a uniform speed, which corresponds to a high degree of 
accuracy with the speed of the stellar image in the focal plane.

The size of the plates is 6 cm x 9 cm, and although the section used is only 
3 cm x 6 cm, each plate holds about 70 observations. The observations are arranged 
in 12 horizontal lines on the plate; in order to achieve this easily, the plate holder 
has been constructed as a carriage with an automatic line-spacing mechanism. When 
a line is filled, the right ascension slide returns with high speed, and during the last 
part of this return the plate holder carriage is shifted 5 mm to allow observations on 
a new line. The plate holder carriage is guided in the same way as the right ascension
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Fig. 4. The micrometer with the back cover removed.

slide, except that the guides for this carriage are of course fixed to the right ascension 
slide.

A few stop switches, all of which are shown in Fig. 4, are necessary in order 
to control the movement of the two slides. The activation of a switch might, however, 
have a perceptible effect on the slides. In order to eliminate this source of error, the 
observations are carried out in such a way that the slides do not have contact with 
any switch or any mechanical part of the line-spacing mechanism during an obser
vation.

Fig. 1 shows the micrometer mounted on the telescope tube. Two flexible cables 
connect the control panels with the micrometer. Loading and unloading are effected 
through the slit in the upper side of the micrometer box. During loading or unloading, 
the plate holder carriage must be in its uppermost position, and the right ascension 
slide must be in the middle position. The cylinder on the back cover of the micro
meter box is Riled with a drying agent. The cylinder may, however, be replaced by 
an eye piece for visual inspection, which is convenient when certain adjustments of 
the instrument are to be made. In this case a cross wire can be placed in the plate 
holder also.
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4. Digital Velocity-Generating Device for the Right Ascension Slide

When a star crosses the meridian, its image in the focal plane of the instrument 
moves along a trace normal to the plane of the meridian. For a star with apparent 
declination ô, the velocity V is given by the expression:

(1)

Here the time unit is sidereal seconds, and Ve is the velocity of an equatorial star, 
which is equal to the scale value of the telescope. The horizontal scale reduction 
owing to atmospheric refraction is included in Ve, but apart from this slight correc
tion the velocity V is unaffected by refraction.

The right ascension slide of the photographic micrometer is adjusted so as to 
move at right angles to the plane of the meridian according to the star images. During 
this motion, which is controlled by the micrometer screw, the slide constantly keeps 
the photographic plate in the focal plane of the telescope. Thus, with a uniform motion 
of proper speed, the plate will follow the star image accurately, and the star will 
appear as a small circular dot on the developed plate.

During the exposure of a star the guiding of the plate must be very accurate. 
The rate of motion should be uniform enough to allow deviations of the order of 
only 0.001 mm between an actual placing and a placing obtained by a perfectly 
uniform rate. The principal reason for this condition is that the reference marks are 
placed instantly upon the moving photographic plate.

Although the rale of motion must be quite uniform during the exposure, the 
rate adopted need not be completely equal to the speed of the star image. A devia
tion in speed of 0.1 per cent is quite acceptable. The scale value is measured to be 
0.19384 mm/sec, and with the exposure time of 20 seconds the trace of an equatorial 
star will amount to nearly 4 mm. If a deviation of 0.1 per cent is tolerated, it is to be 
expected that the dot on the developed plate will be slightly elongated. The elongation 
will, however, not exceed 0.004 mm for an equatorial star and will be less at higher 
declinations, which is scarcely detectable and absolutely harmless to the measurement. 
Consequently a velocity-gencrating device with intermittent velocity changes was 
considered suitable. Furthermore it was realized that the most convenient digital 
velocity parameter for practical purposes might be seed. Accordingly the digital 
velocity-generating device was constructed as represented in Fig. 5.

The control desk for the instrument includes the seed-keyboard. A setting of 
e.g. seed = 1.387 is made by pressing four buttons 1-3-8-7, one in each vertical 
row. If a seed-value exceeds 9.999, e.g. seed = 13.87, the setting is done in the same 
way, except that the P-button also has to be pressed in this case. “P” represents 
polar stars, and the effect of the button is to shift the decimal point in the seed-value 
one place to the right. In this way 9000 different settings cover the range 1.000 < seed 
< 9.999, and other 9000 settings cover the range 10.00 < seed < 99.99. “L” re
presents lower culmination, and one of the effects of the L-button is to move the right
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Fig. 5. Block diagram for the velocity-generating device.

ascension slide in the negative direction during the exposure, the direction of motion 
at upper culmination being defined as positive.

The seed-setting is stored in the seed-storage and made visible on the display 
with the correctly placed decimal point. The principal function of the seed-storage is 
to control the frequency divider. In addition, the seed-value in the storage is punched 
on paper tape together with the siderial time and other pieces of information neces
sary to secure the data needed for the reductions, and to achieve automatically the 
essential book-keeping. The tape punch and tape punch control are shown in the block 
diagram of Fig. 7.

The oscillator was designed by professor L. Stigmark, Lund, Sweden. The 
frequency is controlled by a low-priced quartz crystal without thermostat, which for 
this purpose suffices to secure an oscillator frequency of superior constancy. The 
oscillator frequency vo has to be matched to the scale value of the instrument. Its 
present value is 387 680 c/sec. Any new scale value only makes necessary the replace
ment of the crystal by another one.
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The oscillator signal with frequency vo is transmitted to a decade divider, the 
output of which is 1/10 vo • The divided signal as well as the oscillator signal is trans
mitted to a switch. For 1.000 < seed < 9.999 the switch passes the signal with fre
quency vo on to the frequency divider. However, for polar stars, 10.000 < seed < 99.99, 
the P-button will cause the switch to select the signal with frequency 1/10 vo which is 
then passed to the frequency divider.

The frequency divider consists of four decade dividers, each of which is preset 
by the corresponding digit in the secÔ-storage. Here the contents of the storage are 
considered as an integral number. The division is performed by counting the input 
pulses from the preset value, for instance 1387, to zero. After this the four decades are 
reset, and simultaneously a pulse is delivered at the output of the frequency divider. 
The output frequency is called v, and for all relevant values of seed this frequency 
is given by the expression :

(2)v
1000 - seed

The frequency divider including the decade divider was designed by Mr. W. 
Hansen, A/S Regnecentralen, Århus. These units are all solid-state, and it is worthy 
to note that this essential part of the device has thus far proved to be very reliable.

The output signal from the frequency divider passes a second switch on its way 
to the pulse-to-step translator. For upper culmination the translator input for clock
wise rotation is used, but when a lower culmination is observed, pressing the L-button 
causes the switch to select the input for counterclockwise rotation of the stepping 
motor.

The pulse-to-step converting unit is a SLO-SYN translator type ST-250 from 
the Superior Electric Company, USA, and the stepping motor is a Bifilar SLO-SYN 
Synchronous Motor type SS50-1009 from the same firm. The translator accepts the 
low-level signal pulses from the frequency divider at one of its input channels. The 
incoming signals are shaped in monostable circuits and transmitted to the logic ele
ments, which provide the four-step sequence required to rotate the motor at 200 steps 
per revolution. The output from the logic elements feed two power flip-flops connected 
to the four motor windings, and in this way each pulse from the frequency divider 
is translated into a motor step equivalent to a motor shaft-rotation of 1.8 degrees, 
clockwise or counterclockwise according to the input channel selected. The rotational 
velocity of the stepping motor shaft is then given by the expression :

(3)

The stepping motor is connected with the rotor in a torque transmitter, which 
is electrically coupled to the torque receiver on the photographic micrometer. The 
torque transmitter and receiver performing a synchronous link between the stepping 
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motor and a gear wheel in the micrometer are NIFEGON type 23TR6a, which are 
made by Svenska Ackumulator AB Jungner. The torsional elasticity of this electrical 
shaft is stated by the factory to be 0.11 degree per gem. The torque needed to move 
the right ascension slide measures 80 gem, corresponding to an angular deviation of 
9 degrees, which again corresponds to a linear shift of 0.0025 mm of the right as
cension slide. During the time of exposure this quantity will, no doubt, be sufficiently 
constant and thus the irregularity of the rate of motion is negligible.

The micrometer screw is driven by the torque receiver by means of a gear in 
the ratio 5:1. The micrometer screw pitch being 0.500 mm, the velocity of the right 
ascension slide is given by the expression:

V = -------------------  mm/sec (4)
2000000-seed

A comparison with equation (1) yields an expression for the matching of vo to 
the scale value:

»o - 2-106-Ve (5)

where i’o is in c/sec and Ve in mm/sec. With the earlier mentioned scale value of 
0.19384 we find vo = 387 680 c/sec, which is in agreement with the oscillator fre
quency given above.

The uniformity of the rate of motion of the right ascension slide has been in
vestigated. Series of Hash marks were exposed on a moving plate at precise time 
intervals, which were controlled by the quartz clock. The marks were measured, and 
the deviations from a uniform rate were subsequently deduced by means of a least 
squares solution. The investigation covered the complete seed-range from 1.000 to 
99.99, and the deviations were found to be slightly larger for higher seed-values. 
But the main results of the investigation was that the deviations, computed as a mean 
square error, were less than 0.001 mm for all seed-values.

5. Accurately Timed Flashes for Reference Marks

The reference marks on the photographic plate arc produced by flash-light 
penetrating the two small openings in the graticule plate. As the photographic plate 
is moving across the graticule, the flashes must be short and accurately timed. Such 
requirements are, however, easily fulfilled by modern technique.

The principal timekeeper at the Observatory is a mean-time quartz clock type 
CAQ from Rohde and Schwarz, Munich, West Germany. Il is a small, all solid-state, 
quartz clock, which is normally connected to the mains, but it also has a built-in 
battery storage sufficient for 15 hours operation. The day-to-day stability was found 
to be better than two milliseconds per day.

The quartz clock is connected with a sidereal time converter. The input is a
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sine wave signal of 1 kc/sec mean solar time, which is converted to 1 kc/sec sidereal 
lime by means of a motor driven goniometer. In addition to the goniometer device 
the sidereal time converter contains several frequency divider units with various 
outputs. One of the outputs is a 0.5 c/sec signal composed of accurate positive-nega- 
tively alternating pulses, and the whole seconds by the sidereal clock are, by definition, 
coinciding with the sharp front edges of these pulses. Comparison between the quartz 
clock and the sidereal time converter is performed by means of a lime signal oscil
lograph, and the clock correction is determined in the same way by comparing the 
quartz clock with radio time signals.

Thus the front edges of the second pulses from the sidereal time converter are 
highly suitable for accurate timing. The diagram of Fig. 6 shows the principle for 
tiring the Hash, the Hash lamp mounting and the path of rays towards the photographic 
plate. The function of the switch 5, which is controlled by the master control unit, 
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is to allow the passage of the second pulses into a Schmitt trigger circuit at selected 
times. The trigger is only released by positive pulses, corresponding to accurately 
timed, even sidereal seconds. The trigger is connected with a thyratron circuit, which 
supplies the ignition coil for the flash lamp with power. Consequently, when a positive 
second pulse is transferred to the trigger, the photoflash will fire and discharge the 
capacitor C. As a check a neon lamp G on the control panel is lit approximately one 
second after the capacitor is discharged.

The flash lamp is a lens-end type which radiates the bulk of the light in a cone 
pointing towards two aluminized sides in a right-angled prism as seen in Fig. 6. Each 
of the two light beams from the first prism are reflected by two other prisms, one of 
which is tilted some seven degrees to the optical axis of the instrument so as to throw 
the light through the circular diaphragms of 1.0 mm diameter close to the prisms 
towards the openings in the graticule on to the photographic plate. Owing to the size 
of the diaphragms, which are located 36 mm from the graticule, the light beams 
through the graticule openings are quite narrow and therefore produce sharp images 
on the photographic plate.

6. Timing and Control of Observations

The performance of an observation is necessarily of a complex nature. Different 
functions have to be performed in a specified order and be more or less accurately 
timed. It was, therefore, considered desirable to attain a high degree of automation. 
Furthermore, the book-keeping procedure would be simplified if the observations 
were accompanied by automatic data recording, because one night may yield a few 
hundred observations. The control units relating to timing and control of observations 
and data recording are shown in the block diagram of Fig. 7, while the actual timing 
of observations is displayed in the schematic diagram given in Table 1.

A square wave sidereal lime signal of 0.5 c/sec is used to control the sidereal slave 
clocks at the observatory. One of the slave clocks is the observation timer at the transit 
circle control panel, which shows hours, minutes and even seconds, in as much as 
it advances every two seconds. The observation timer is a digital clock consisting of 
rotary switches with six parallel sets of contacts. One set of contacts is used for display 
for each digit, another set for recording the time on punch tape, and for the last three 
digits a third set of contacts form part of a starting device. Experience has clearly 
demonstrated that it is more convenient to preset the starting time than to activate a 
pushbutton starter at the proper moment for each observation. By means of a key
board on the control desk, the observer sets the last digit to the minute and the second 
corresponding to the approximate right ascension of the star. The starting time can be 
set up to ten minutes before the observation begins; usually this presetting is done 
during the previous observation. When the observation timer for the three relevant 
digits coincides with the preset “right ascension”, the starting device in the timer 
automatically starts the observation.
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of timing and control units.

Generally the exposure time is 20 seconds, and as it is desirable to expose sym
metrically with respect to the meridian, the exposure has to begin 10 seconds before 
transit. As, furthermore, each exposure must be prepared in various ways, the observa
tion is started 18 seconds (for extended exposure 28 seconds) before the transit of the 
star concerned. The observation timer is, on the other hand, set 18 seconds ahead of 
the sidereal clock, and therefore the digits to be set on the right ascension keyboard 
agree with the approximate right ascension of the star. The recorded time will also 
represent the approximate right ascension of the star as the punching of the time 
according to the observation timer is made immediately after the start of the obser
vation.

The observations are timed according to the schedules in Table 1, to which
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only a few comments are necessary. The motion of the right ascension slide is measured 
positive to the east and negative to the west. At lower culmination the slide moves in 
the negative direction during the exposure, and therefore it has to be advanced before 
and after such exposure in order to avoid mixing with adjacent observations. For high 
declination stars the right ascension slide moves slowly, and in order to make sure 
that the slide has started moving when the exposure begins, it is for sec <5 > 10.00 
run with ten times the proper speed for two seconds. For sec<5 > 10.00 the flashes 
are more widely spaced in time in order to avoid merging the reference marks on the 
plate. It is possible to extend the exposure time to 40 seconds in order to reach the 
fainter stars, in which case the right-hand time scale in Table 1 is valid.

The beginning and end of an exposure takes place with a certain time lag, de
noted by (i and b, respectively, due to the time constants for rotary switches, relays 
and the shutter coil. The quantities a and b have both been found equal to 0?14 from 
measurements, and thus the time for mid-exposure differs from the mean of the two 
moments for Hashing by the same amount. This deviation will introduce an error, if 
the rate of the photographic plate is not in exact correspondence with the rate of the 
star. The right ascension slide is, however, adjusted to the speed of the star image 
within a limit of 0.1 per cent, and the error in right ascension due to the time lag of 
the shutter is, therefore, less than 0!00014, which is insignificant.

7. Photographic Registration of the Circle

Seven cameras for photographic registration of the circle were constructed in 
the observatory workshop shortly after the erection of the instrument. Six of these 
cameras were used for the accurate registration of the circle setting, while one camera 
was for the low-power microscope. This last one is still in use in connection with the 
photoelectric recording now applied. Exposures of 35 mm films were made by switch
ing on the light for five seconds in the lamp houses at the front end of the circle micro
scopes, and therefore no shutters were needed in the cameras. Exposure and film 
feed were controlled by the photographic micrometer master control unit.

The measuring of the declination circle photographs was effected by means of 
an automatic photoelectric measuring engine. Its mechanical part was built in the 
observatory workshop, mainly as a copy of the U.S. Naval Observatory measuring 
engine constructed by C. B. Watts*1), whereas a new electrical control system was 
designed and constructed by P. Naur*2). The principal features of the original design 
were utilized throughout, although several alterations were made since the engine 
began regular service. The mechanical part was simplified by removing the lower 
screw, so that a single micrometer screw was used for pointing on the reference line 
and the division lines. A substantial advantage was derived by measuring in both 
directions on the films, so that one division line on each side of the reference line was 
measured. Thereby a first check was possible while measuring, the accuracy of the 
measurements was increased, and the scale value of each microscope was automa- 
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tically determined every night. The system for photographic recording of the measures 
was replaced by a digitizer attached to the micrometer screw. Most of the improve
ments were carried out by Mr. H. Schnedler Nielsen, who designed and constructed 
the new control system in 1961. The digital recording system was developed by him 
in co-operation with the writer.

8. Photoelectric Recording of the Circle

The first experiment with a direct and automatic method for recording the circle 
was made in October 1964. A slit-plate with a photomultiplier tube behind it was 
attached to one of the circle microscopes, and a recording equipment with digital 
output was connected to the photomultiplier, while a stepping motor was coupled 
through a gear box to the slow-motion screw of the instrument. In this way it became 
possible to scan the circle and thereby to record profiles against a continuum, cor
responding to the dark division lines against the bright background of the circle. 
Repeated measurings of a section of the circle immediately showed that photoelectric 
recording might yield at least the same accuracy as the photographic method. It was, 
therefore, decided to begin the design and construction of six photoelectric micro
meters and a matching data logging system. As the new equipment had to be adopted 
to the existing circle, it was found preferable to retain also the existing microscopes, 
in order to reduce the cost and time in the conversion to the new system.

The micrometers were constructed in the observatory workshop. The photo
graph of Fig. 8 shows the west pier with the assembled micrometers mounted on the 
circle microscopes. The operational procedure is shown by the cross-sectional view 
of a micrometer, Fig. 9.

The micrometer box is fastened to the microscope tube by means of a short 
tube adaptor. At the end of the tube adaptor inside the micrometer box is attached a 
small glass plate /?, which serves as a fixed reticle. On its surface away from the micro
scope objective, the reticle has the pattern shown in Fig. 9. The four lines are 7.0 mm 
in length and 0.15 mm wide, and the distances between the lines are 3.5 mm, which 
corresponds to 5 minutes of arc on the circle. A second glass plate, the slit plate, is 
placed parallel to the reticle plate at a distance of 0.2 mm. The pattern on the side 
towards the reticle plate is also shown in Fig. 9. The length and width of the slit are 
5.0 mm x 0.15 mm, and the black line 7.0 mm to the right of the slit is of the same 
size.

The slit plate and the photomultiplier lube are mounted on a carriage, which 
is guided by a cylindrical way and held in position by a set of ball bearings. The 
movement of the carriage along the guide is controlled by a micrometer screw coupled 
through a gear box to a synchronous motor designed for reversal duties. The rate of 
the motor is 59 rev/sec, and with the gear ratio of 59:1 and a screw pitch of 9.599 mm 
the carriage moves with a speed of 9.599 mm/sec, which corresponds to approximately 
43 seconds of arc on the circle per second.

2*
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Fig. 8. The west pier with six photoelectric micrometers mounted on the microscopes 60 degrees apart. The 
photographic rough reader is also visible in the picture.

The photomultiplier tubes, which are of the 931A type from Hamamatsu TV 
Co., Japan, were selected on the basis of similarity in sensitivity. They are effectively 
protected from false light by cylindrical metal cases with openings towards the slits 
only. An optical system for visual inspection was built into the micrometers for ad
justing purposes. For the same purpose the right-hand third of the slit plate was made 
transparent and provided with a reversed image of the slit at a distance corresponding 
to 10 minutes of arc from the true slit, and the reticle plate was provided with the 
line 7?o. Through the eye piece these lines are visible together with the division lines 
of the circle, and thereby all necessary adjustments can be made.

Two limit switches (not shown in the drawing) are mounted in each micro
meter in order to delimit the range to be scanned. In present practice, 11-12 minutes 
of arc are scanned in each measuring, which according to the above mentioned rate 
is equivalent to a recording time of 16 sec. A measuring always includes the three 
reference lines Ri, R2 and R3 of the reticle and two division lines of the circle spaced
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Fig. 9. Drawing showing the photoelectric micrometer for circle reading. At the upper left and right corners 
are shown in a larger scale the reticle and the slit plate.

between the reference lines. Circle settings resulting in blending of reference lines and 
division lines are forbidden. Measuring can be started either manually or by a com
mand from the photographic micrometer master control unit, as indicated in Fig. 11. 
The carriages are set in motion by the motors which are all started at the same time 
by means of the control exerted by the motor control unit. As a uniform speed of the 
carriages is critically important, a 50 c/sec signal from the quartz clock is utilized as 
frequency standard for the driving current feeding the synchronous motors.
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The data logging system was constructed according to our specifications by 
A/S Regnecentralen, Copenhagen. The equipment, which consists of a set of all 
solid-state modules, is shown at the bottom of the middle rack in Fig. 2. The working 
principle of the system is illustrated by means of the block diagram shown in Fig. 11.

The data logging system has six analog input channels, each of which is provided 
with an amplifier, coupled as a current to voltage amplifier. Fig. 10 illustrates the 
principle of the amplifier, and the transfer characteristics are given in Table 2. The 
amplification can be varied in steps from 2.5 V//zA to 5 VjpA, and simultaneously

Fig. 10. Principle of current to voltage amplifier.

the zero points of all the input channels are suppressed to the fixed amounts shown 
in Table 2. Zero suppression and simultaneous selection of amplification has been 
introduced in order to make the best possible use of the capacity of the paper tape; 
in this way the highest possible accuracy is attained.

The outputs of the amplifiers are connected to the analog-digital converter through 
a multiplexer, which is composed of a series of transistor contacts connecting the analog 
input channels to the converter, one by one. The analog-digital converter was designed 
to convert analog voltage signals in the range 0 to + 5 volts into a 7-bit binary number. 
A 7-bit binary number can assume 128 different values. The value 0 corresponds to 
0 volt and the value 127 to +5 volts. The 7-bit numbers representing the measuring 
results are recorded on 8-track punched paper tape, one number on each character. 
The maximum value 127 is, however, reserved for an administrative purpose, and 
therefore a measuring result giving the value 127 is punched as 126. The conversion 
principle of the analog-digital converter is that of successive approximation, and the 
conversion moments are controlled by the master control unit.

The master control unit is a program unit for controlling the acquisition of analog 
and digital data and for controlling the recording of the digital data. The unit includes 
a scan control for the analog multiplexer, a digital midtiplexer and its control circuits, 
a buffer system for one 7-bit number, and a synchronization and timing unit. The 
object of the digital scan control and multiplexer is to ensure that the digital channels 
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are scanned in the order A-B-C. The digital channels A and C, each of 7 bits, are 
used for semipermanent digital data; channel B is connected to the analog-digital 
converter for recording of the 7-bit binary number representing the analog input 
signal. Channel A is connected to a set of toggle switches, by means of which a 7-bit 
binary number can be set up. On channel C the number 127 is set up permanently. 
The character with the number 127 acts as a stop code in the later handling of the data.

The analog scan control exerts control of the analog multiplexer in such a way 
that a scanning sequence is always started with channel 1 and subsequent channels 
in numerical order, and channel B of the digital multiplexer always remains selected 
at least as long as one complete scanning sequence of the six analog input channels 
is performed. Normally we are, however, concerned with consecutive scannings of

Table 2.

Zero suppression  ft A 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
Amplification  V//tA 2.50 2.86 3.33 4.00 5.00

the six analog input channels, as the scanning process is continously repeated until a 
stop order is given. The effect of the stop order is that after completion of the actual 
scanning sequence of the analog multiplexer, the channel C of the digital multiplexer 
is selected, and a moment later the recording process stops.

The 7-bit binary numbers are recorded together with a parity bit, generated by 
the punch control unit, in an 8-track paper tape by means of a Teletype tape punch. 
The rate of the measurements through data channel B is 100 per second, and accord
ingly the recording rate is 100 characters per second. The timing of the conversions 
in the analog-digital converter must be strictly accurate, because the time scale for the 
measurements is equivalent to a distance scale in each micrometer, and our aim is 
the determination of distances between reference lines and division lines. Therefore 
the time control is exerted by the quartz clock, which through the synchronization 
and timing circuits of the master control unit starts a conversion every ten milliseconds. 
The quartz clock thus controls the time scale of the output tape in the same way as 
it controls the micrometer motors, and thereby an adequate synchronization is estab
lished.

The record of a circle setting comprises approximately 1600 characters and cov
ers 4 metres of paper tape. The first character is the number from data channel A, 
which is set up by means of the toggle switches. This is followed by a multiple of six 
characters, all of which are 7-bit binary numbers from data channel B. The character 
closing the record is the stop code from data channel C.

Such extensive data collection, naturally requires processing with an electronic 
computer. The GIER computer at the Copenhagen Observatory was utilized for all 
data processing in connection with the transit circle. First the data of a record are 
sorted according to the micrometer from which they originated, then the data from
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Fig. 11. Block diagram for the photoelectric recording system. The various functions are shown separately 
in the upper part of the diagram, to the left are the six micrometers with motors, in the middle six lamps, 
and the six photomultiplier tubes with connection for high voltage power supply and the output signals 

are seen to the right.
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each micrometer are handled separately. In Fig. 12 are plotted the data recorded from 
one micrometer. The abscissa is the number n of the measurement concerned, and 
the ordinate is the digital output yn of the measurement. The outputs comprise a 
continuum intersected by five profiles, of which 7?i, Rz and R% are due to the reference 
lines of the reticle and Di and J)v arise from the division lines of the circle.

The reduction procedure is quite simple. The computer seeks the profiles one 
after the other and computes their abscissa value in the sense of Fig. 12 by means 
of the expression :

at , “ CVn — 4 ~ f/n-3 ! l/n — 2) — (l/n + 2 f/n + 3 ' l/n4)

3 - 4 l/n — 2) ”” (f/n + 2 — I/n + 4)

Here n is the number identifying the lowest of all y-values in the profile, or in case 
of two equal values at the bottom of the profde, by convention, always the last of the 
two. The last term in the expression is a decimal fraction of the abscissa unit, and 
the computations are performed to three decimal places. The value of AT, according 
to the computation above, is identical with the abscissa of the intersection between the 
two straight lines, which arc assigned to the three points: (n - 1, yn_4), (n, yn_3), 
(n + 1 , j/ra_2) and the three points: (n ~ 1 , yn + 2), (n, yn + 3), (n + 1 , yn + 4) by means 
of two least squares solutions. The reasons adduced for this procedure are that the 
two sides of the profiles are found to be rectilinear within the ranges, from which 
measurements are used in the reduction.

The accuracy in the determination of AT has been investigated, and a mean error 
of 0.016 abscissa units was found. This corresponds to a linear distance of 0.00006 mm 
or an angular distance of 0704 on the circle.

Every record yields for each micrometer a determination of the scale value, as 
the distance between and D2 is put equal to 300". An approximate value is 2.56 
per abscissa unit, but in practice the scale value is determined as the average of 
many measurements and with an accuracy of about O'.'OOOl per abscissa unit.

The position of the circle is determined from a record containing six scannings 
similar to the one shown in Fig. 12, and the determination thus utilizes six circle 
diameters. The diameter corrections applied so far were determined in 1962 by the 
photographic method, but a new determination was made in January 1967 by means 
of the photoelectric method. The measurements for all 2160 diameter corrections were 
carried out in about 15 hours and the complete reduction in 20 hours. It is, therefore, 
intended to repeat the determination in a few months in order to investigate the stability 
of the glass circle. The accuracy of the new determination was high, the mean error 
of a single diameter correction being 07026. When these diameter corrections are 
applied the circle position may be determined with a mean error of about O7O3.

In order to turn the accuracy of the method to the best possible account the 
division lines and their illumination deserve closer examination. The measured posi
tion of a division line depends on the illumination, and this dependence was found 
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critical, as long as the original lamp houses were used. Dark and light areas were 
visible on the surface of the paint-stripes, bid the pattern could never be accurately 
reproduced after a lamp house had been touched. New lamp houses were, therefore, 
designed and has recently been installed. First the application of light guides from 
a single central lamp to the six lamp houses made it easier to secure a well defined 
light source in each lamp house and it reduced, furthermore, the risk of heat-transfer 
from the lamps to the microscopes or the circle. Secondly, the introduction of a nar
row tube, which extends close to the circle and thereby affords shade on the front 
side of the paint-stripes, removes their pattern and make the division lines quite 
dark against the light background of the white-painted sheet behind the glass disc.

9. Basic Principles for the Reduction of Observations

The axis of rotation intersects the celestial sphere in the instrumental east point 
E' and the instrumental west point W', which arc close to the true east point E and 
west point VV. The deviations are described by the Besselian constants:

m = a(W') - a(W) = C? - f(W') (7)

n = Ô(W') (8)

The instrumental meridian plane, which contains the optical centre of the objective, 
is perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The intersection of this plane with the celestial 
sphere defines the instrumental meridian, which is, therefore, a great circle with E' 
and W' as its poles.

An observation with the micrometer results in a number of marks on the devel
oped plate. The reference marks define the position of the photographic plate at the 
moment of flashing. The reference marks on the plate or these marks projected by 
the instrument on the celestial sphere at the flashing moment are denoted by R1 and 
/?2 as shown in Fig. 13. The point bisecting the line segment R1R2 on the plate or the 
corresponding point in the sky bisecting the great circle arc R\R-z is the micrometer 
centre R. The observed star appears as a circular dot on the plate. In Fig. 13, this 
dot S is seen projected on the celestial sphere at the flashing moment. The position 
of S as related to the system of reference marks is measured on the plate and ex
pressed by the quantities Zlc and Az in the CZ-coordinate system. The location of this 
coordinate system on the plate is determined by the reference marks together with 
the collimation error c and the micrometer position angle V = VF'RRi —90°.

The observed right ascension of a star a is determined from the relation, a = 
0 + r, where 0 is the apparent sidereal time, and the quantity r is derived from the 
spherical triangle W'SP:

— sin (c + Ac) = sin ô • sin n — cos <5 • cos n • sin (r - in) (9)
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The instrumental constants m, n and c are all small quantities; this also applies to 
Jc as the time of mid-exposure is at most a few seconds of time off the apparent 
transit time. For all stars, except those very close to the pole, (t - m) is therefore a 
small angle at upper culmination and close to 180° at lower culmination. Consequently, 
the following expressions for right ascension hold with a good approximation:
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upper culmination: a = 0 + m + n • tg<5 + (c + de) - seed (10)

lower culmination : a = 0 + in - n-tgô - (c + Zlc) -seed + 12A (H)

The declination is determined by the expression :

sin (90° - <5) = sin (P'R' + Zlz) -cos (c + zlc) -sec (r - m) (12)

where P'R’ is measured from P' in the direction of the instrumental zenith Z' from 
0° to 360°. In this way the expression is valid for both upper and lower culminations. 
The quantity (P'R' +dz) is assumed to be corrected for refraction. The numerical 
value of the factor cos(c + de)-sec(r - m) is quite close to unity, and the factor can 
be omitted in most cases.

10. Observational Results

The construction of the photographic micrometer and electronic control device 
was completed in the summer 1964, and the transit circle has been in use since then 
except for minor interruptions. The observational total in the period from August 
1964 until the end of January 1967 was 10000 observations. The measuring of the 
plates and the reduction of these observations are expected to be finished within a 
few months.

The observations are strictly differential, and the aim is to tie the program stars 
as close as possible to the FK4 fundamental system. The program stars are observed 
in declination zones not exceeding 30°, and final corrections to the program star posi
tions are derived from FK4 stars in and near the zone. The collimation error is deter
mined by means of the collimators every two hours during the night, whereas the 
Bessclian constants in and n are determined two or three times per hour from pairs 
of FK4 stars, one clock star and one pole star at upper or lower culmination. Smoothed 
values of m, n and c are used in the reductions.

Night-to-night comparisons for determining the internal errors of a single observa
tion in right ascension and declination have given the results shown in Table 3. The 
stars have been divided in two groups, the first one contains stars brighter than 
mv = 8.5. The second group covers the range 8.5 < mv < 10.0. For these fainter 
stars the accidental errors are somewhat larger than for the brighter stars. The increase 
in error can partly be explained by the fact that in the autumn 1965, plates of poor 
quality reduced the quality of the images of the fainter stars.

The limiting magnitude of the instrument and method discussed is well below 
107'0. The internal errors for the faintest stars cannot yet be stated with certainty, 
but observations thus far indicate that the errors for stars close to 1170 are of the 
same size as for the second group in Table 3, when an exposure time of 40 seconds 
is used on Kodak Oa-D plates.
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Table 3. Internal mean errors of one observation.

mv < 8.5 8.5 < mv < 10.0

Number of observations.............................................. 1367 320
ea-cosr5............................................................................. 0®013 0?015

Number of observations.............................................. 913 226
0."20 01'21CO........................................................................................
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